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(54) Improved user interface navigation

(57) In one embodiment, an interface navigation sys-
tem including a display unit and a control unit that is cou-
pled to the display unit is described. The control unit is
configured to detect a first movement of an interface nav-
igation control input in a particular direction, and cause

a corresponding second movement and a corresponding
change in shape of a visual effect displayed on the display
unit in response to the first movement in the particular
direction.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICA-
TION(S)

[0001] This application claims the benefit, under 35
U.S.C. § 119(e), of U.S. Provisional Patent Application
number 61/785,519 filed March 14, 2013, and U.S. Non-
Provisional Patent Application number 14/107,905 filed
December 16, 2013, the subject matter thereof is incor-
porated herein by reference thereto.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] One or more embodiments relate generally to
user interface navigation.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Graphical user interface (GUI) is one of the es-
sential components of modern computing systems. Vis-
ual effects have been commonly implemented to allow
intuitive recognition, to smooth navigability, and to better
represent GUI interactions.
[0004] When using an input control unit such as a
mouse or a touchpad, it is a common practice to highlight
selected GUI items or objects to provide necessary focus
and interaction feedback that enable users to easily fol-
low through the interface navigation. However, highlight-
ing only the selected GUI items presents a responsive
issue since it fails to provide users with immediate feed-
back of the control movement. Therefore, there is a need
to improve navigation visual feedbacks.

SUMMARY

[0005] An embodiment of an interface navigation sys-
tem includes a display unit and a control unit that is cou-
pled to the display unit. The control unit is configured to
detect a first movement of an interface navigation control
input in a particular direction, and cause a corresponding
second movement and a corresponding change in the
shape of a visual effect displayed on the display unit in
response to the first movement in the particular direction.
[0006] The control unit of the interface navigation sys-
tem is further configured to detect the first movement of
the interface navigation control input for a particular dis-
tance, and cause the corresponding second movement
and the corresponding change in the shape of the visual
effect displayed on the display unit in response to the
first movement for the particular distance.
[0007] The control unit of the interface navigation sys-
tem is further configured to detect the first movement of
the interface navigation control input at a particular
speed, and cause the corresponding second movement
and the corresponding change in the shape of the visual
effect displayed on the display unit in response to the
first movement at the particular speed.

[0008] The control unit of the interface navigation sys-
tem is further configured to detect the first movement of
the interface navigation control input with a particular
force, and cause the corresponding second movement
and the corresponding change in the shape of the visual
effect displayed on the display unit in response to the
first movement with the particular force.
[0009] The control unit of the interface navigation sys-
tem is further configured to detect the first movement of
an interface navigation control input in the particular di-
rection, and cause the corresponding second movement
and the corresponding change in the strength of the vis-
ual effect displayed on the display unit in response to the
first movement in the particular direction.
[0010] One embodiment of the control unit has a touch
sensitive surface, an interface circuit, a processing cir-
cuit, and a communication circuit. The touch sensitive
surface is configured to detect a first movement of an
interface navigation control input. The interface circuit,
coupled to the touch sensitive surface, is configured to
recognize the first movement of the interface navigation
control input in a particular direction. The processing cir-
cuit, coupled to the interface circuit, is configured to trans-
fer the recognized direction of the first movement of the
interface navigation control input to parameters and/or
data, which are transmitted by the communication circuit.
[0011] An embodiment of the display unit has a com-
munication circuit, a processing circuit, and a display cir-
cuit. The communication circuit is configured to receive
parameters and/or data, which are associated with a first
movement of an interface navigation control input. The
processing circuit, coupled to the communication circuit,
configured to extract information of the first movement in
a particular direction from received parameters. The dis-
play circuit is configured to move a displayed visual effect
in the particular direction based on the extracted direction
information and to update a shape of the visual effect
corresponding to the particular direction.
[0012] One embodiment of a method for illustrating a
movement of an interface navigation control input in-
cludes detecting the movement of the interface naviga-
tion control input in a particular direction, determining,
using a processor, parameters associated with the move-
ment of the interface navigation control input in the par-
ticular direction, and moving and updating a shape of a
visual effect according to the movement of the interface
navigation control input in the particular direction.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIGs. 1A  1F illustrate an example embodiment of
an interface navigation system, which comprises a
display unit and a control unit. It further illustrates
how a visual effect is updated based on the direction
of a movement of an interface navigation control in-
put.
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FIG. 1G  1H illustrate an example embodiment of
how the visual effect updates based on the direction
and distance of a movement of an interface naviga-
tion control input.
FIG. 2 illustrates an example embodiment of a virtual
grid superimposed on the control unit caused by the
interface navigation control input.
FIG. 3A-3B illustrates an example embodiment of
how the visual effect updates when there is no more
GUI objects available in the direction corresponding
to the direction of the movement of the interface nav-
igation control input.

FIG. 4A  4D illustrates an example embodiment
of how the shape and size of the visual effect update
corresponding to the direction of the movement of
the interface navigation control input.

FIG. 5A  5C illustrates an example embodiment
of how the inner part of the visual effect updates cor-
responding to the direction of the movement of the
interface navigation control input.

FIG. 6A  6C illustrates an example embodiment
of how both the inner and outer parts of the visual
effect update corresponding to the direction of the
movement of the interface navigation control input.

FIG. 7A  7D illustrates another example embodi-
ment of how the visual effect updates based on the
direction of the movement of the interface navigation
control input.
FIG. 8 illustrates an example of state transitions and
event types of the interface navigation system.
FIG. 9 illustrates an example diagram of a method
that causes visual effect updates based on commu-
nication received by the display unit.
FIG. 10 illustrates an example diagram of a method
performed at the control unit to detect the movement
of the interface navigation control input, and to com-
municate such information.
FIG. 11 illustrates an example interface navigation
control system comprising a display unit and a con-
trol unit.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] Reference will now be made in detail to some
specific embodiments of the present invention. Examples
of these specific embodiments are illustrated in the ac-
companying drawings. While the invention is described
in conjunction with such specific embodiments, those
skilled in the art will appreciate numerous modifications
and variations therefrom. It is intended that the appended
claims cover all such alternatives, modifications, varia-
tions and equivalents falling within the true spirit and
scope of this present invention.
[0015] One or more embodiments of the present in-
vention will be described as involving one unit with display
function, and the other unit enabling control of the first

unit. However, it is to be understood that the concepts
described herein are equally applicable to an environ-
ment involving multiple display units and multiple control
unit. It is to be further understood that the control unit can
also have display function, and the content displayed on
the display unit and the control unit can be related or
independent of each other.
[0016] The accompanying drawings are intended to
help understanding of the units and interoperations
among them. The drawings are not to scale. Emphasis
has been placed upon illustrating the principles of various
embodiments.

[0017] Fig. 1A  1F illustrate an embodiment of an
interface navigation system 101, which comprises a dis-
play unit 100 and a control unit 108. They further illustrate
the interactions between the display unit 100 and the
control unit 108, and how visual effects displayed on a
display area 102 of the display unit 100 is updated based
on an interface navigation control input detected by the
control unit 108. Hereinafter, the term "display unit" refers
to said display unit 100, the term "control unit" refers to
said control unit 108, and the term "display area" refers
to said display area 102, according to an embodiment of
the invention.
[0018] According to various embodiments, the display
unit may be a Smart TV, a projector screen, a wearable
device, a smart mobile device, a computer (e.g., desktop,
laptop, server, tablet, netbook, etc.) with a display screen,
a media device, a game console, a tablet or any other
entities that are capable of displaying a GUI. The display
surface of the display unit can be flat or curved. It is to
be understood that there are no specific requirements or
limitations as to the physical form or material of the dis-
play unit.
[0019] The display unit may consist of only one entity
or it may comprise multiple entities with displaying ca-
pacity. The multiple entities can be in different shapes
and materials. The display area can be one unified area
or it may be divided into multiple sub-areas. The sub-
areas may be in various shapes or sizes. For easy illus-
tration, the display unit and the display area are shown
as one unified piece in all accompanying drawings.
[0020] The display unit can be configured to display
one or more GUI objects. For illustrative purposes, a se-
ries of identical rectangular GUI Objects 110a∼110f are
shown within the display area, and are organized to form
an overall rectangular area. However, it is to be under-
stood that the GUI objects can be in any size or shape,
arranged in any order, and located in any part of the dis-
play area, either as a group or independently. The GUI
objects can be either actionable or non-actionable. Ac-
tionable GUI objects may respond to interface navigation
control input changes by triggering one or more actions.
For example, actionable GUI objects can be a link to a
uniform resource locator (URL) for a web operation to
that website, or a widget icon for executing an application
or a function associated with the widget icon. Non-ac-
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tionable objects include but not limited to icons that indi-
cate status or display textual information. The GUI ob-
jects include application icons, figures illustrating key
strokes of a keyboard, and GUI navigation control indi-
cators such as scroll bars or arrows.
[0021] The display unit may be coupled with the control
unit. According to various embodiments, the control unit
may be a mouse, a scroll bar, a motion control unit, a
remote control unit, a control panel, a mobile device, a
touchpad or any other devices or components that are
capable of detecting a user input. While the accompany
drawings present the control unit in a rounded rectangu-
lar shape, it is to be understood that various physical
shapes (e.g. a wheel, a knob, etc.) can be adopted, in-
cluding the shape that provides ergonomic features. It is
to be further understood that the control unit can be made
of various materials.
[0022] The control unit may be configured to recognize
and accept an interface navigation control input, trans-
form such an input into control data, and communicate
the control data to the display unit to cause visual effect
updates on the display area. In one embodiment, the
control unit detects the interface navigation control input
through one or more touch sensitive surfaces. The one
or more touch sensitive surfaces enable a user to navi-
gate over the display area with movements of her fingers
or other objects on the control unit. For example, a se-
lection of GUI Object 110a can be triggered when the
user taps on the touch sensitive surface of the control
unit. A user may change the GUI object selection from
GUI Object 110a to GUI Object 110f by dragging (main-
taining continuous contact of) her finger on the touch sen-
sitive surface in a direction the same as the direction
forming a direct path connecting GUI Object 110a to GUI
Object 110f. In another embodiment, the control unit de-
tects the interface navigation control input via one or an
array of buttons, keys, bars, handles or wheels. In yet
another embodiment, the control unit detects the inter-
face navigation control input using one or a set of motion
sensors that are capable of capturing gestures (e.g., hov-
ing). In yet another embodiment, the control unit detects
the interface navigation control input utilizing a combina-
tion of above mentioned components. For illustrative pur-
poses, the control unit has been depicted with a touch
sensitive surface in the accompanying drawings.
[0023] The display unit can be configured to receive
the control data sent by the control unit, and update GUI
displayed in the display area based on received control
data. According to various embodiments, the control unit
and the display unit can be configured to communicate
with each other via any connection mechanisms, e.g.,
physical wire or cable, light waves such as IRs, radio
waves such as RF, Bluetooth that does not require line
of sight, ultrasonic tones, voice control, WiFi, or a com-
bination of such.
[0024] The display unit can be configured to receive
interface navigation control input data from units other
than the control unit. Vice versa, the control unit can be

configured to send interface navigation control input data
to units other than the display unit. The display unit and
the control unit can be devices with or without computing
functions. If they are configured with computing func-
tions, the display unit, the control unit or both can carry
out computing functions independently or dependently.
[0025] In one embodiment, the control data transmitted
from the control unit to the display unit vary based on the
specific state and event triggered by the interface navi-
gation control input. FIG. 8 illustrates the states and
events, and how one state transits to the next state by
going through specific event. Initial State 800 is a state
that no interface navigation control input is detected by
the control unit. When a user presses the touch sensitive
surface of the control unit, the state transfers to Touched
State 802 and Touch Event 812 is communicated. Such
press may be caused by the user placing her finger on
the touch sensitive surface. Touched State 802 may also
be triggered by placement of a stylus, a pen, or any device
that is capable of causing an effect similar to a finger
touch on the touch sensitive surface. Touched State 802
may further be triggered by placement of multiple fingers
on the touch sensitive surface. For illustrative purposes,
the rest of the description focuses on the interface nav-
igation control input entered by the user finger move-
ment.
[0026] At Touched State 802, if the user drags her fin-
ger on the touch sensitive surface of the control unit, the
state changes to Tracking State 804 and Tracking Event
814 is communicated. If the user holds her finger on the
touch sensitive surface at Touched State 802, the state
will be maintained. If the user releases the press, Release
Event 818 will be communicated and the state will go
back to Initial State 800.
[0027] At Tracking State 804, if the user continues
dragging her finger until it has travelled a certain distance
that reaches a threshold value, the state changes to Mov-
ing State 806 and Move Event 816 is communicated. If
the user holds her finger on the touch sensitive surface,
the state will stay at Tracking State 804. If the user lifts
up her finger from the touch sensitive surface, Release
Event 818 will be communicated and the state will go
back to Initial State 800.
[0028] At Moving State 806, if the user maintains her
finger pressed on the touch sensitive surface, the state
moves to Touched State 802. If the user lifts up her finger
from the touch sensitive surface, Release Event 818 will
be communicated and the state will go back to Initial State
800.
[0029] FIG. 1A shows, at a time t0, Initial State 800,
GUI Object 110b is highlighted with a default glowing
visual effect 120, which embraces GUI Object 110b. The
color of the visual effect 120 may differ from GUI Object
110b so that the visual effect 120 is identifiable. FIG. 1A
shows one embodiment that the visual effect 120 enfolds
GUI Object 110b. According to various embodiments,
numerous visual effects may be implemented to present
the visual effect 120 as long as the visual effect 120 pro-
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vides a clear user cue specifying the default selected GUI
object. The visual effect 120 may assume various shapes
(e.g., circle, cube, star, tear drop, cross, the same shape
as the selected GUI object, etc.), different sizes (e.g., the
same as the selected GUI object, bigger than the selected
GUI object, or smaller than the selected GUI object, etc.),
a number of associations with the selected GUI object
(e.g., encompasses the selected GUI object, encircled
by the selected GUI object, partially linked with the se-
lected GUI object, etc.), innumerate colors, and/or any
density (e.g., transparent, opaque, solid, plaited, striped,
etc.). The characteristics of the visual effect 120 may
further take a pre-defined format, an application specific
format, an OS unique format, a user configurable format
to reflect context of the display unit (e.g., ambient light,
background noise, number of viewers presented, etc.),
and/or the context of how user interacts with the control
unit (e.g., the location of the user, the time zone at which
the user resides, the mood of the user, the concentration
level of the user, etc.).
[0030] The visual effect 120 is to indicate that GUI Ob-
ject 110b is the default selected GUI object. There is al-
ways a GUI object selected by default at Initial State 800.
The default selection of a GUI object may be based on
a variety of factors. In one embodiment, the GUI object
associated with the latest GUI operation becomes the
default selected GUI object. In another embodiment, the
default selected GUI object is one determined by the OS.
In yet another embodiment, the default selected GUI ob-
ject is one defined for the present displayed view. In yet
another embodiment, the default selected GUI object is
one determined by the activated application. In yet an-
other embodiment, the default selected GUI object is ran-
domly determined. In yet another embodiment, the de-
fault selected GUI object is configured by the user.
[0031] FIG. 1B shows that at a time t1, GUI Object 110b
is highlighted with an enlarged glowing visual effect 130.
The enlarged glowing visual effect 130 indicates that an
interface navigation control input has been detected
when user taps at Position p1 on the touch sensitive sur-
face of the control unit. The precise location of Position
p1 on the touch sensitive surface may be irrelevant as
to how the visual effect 130 associates with GUI Object
110b. The state transitions from Initial State 800 to
Touched State 802, and a Touch Event 812 is commu-
nicated from the control unit to the display unit.
[0032] The visual effect 130 may be transformed from
the visual effect 120 in various manners. FIG. 1B illus-
trates one embodiment that the visual effect 130 ampli-
fies the visual effect 120. According to various implemen-
tations, the visual effect 130 may enlarge the visual effect
120, brighten the visual effect 120, or change the color
of the visual effect 130, etc. In another embodiment, the
visual effect 130 may take a shape completely different
from the visual effect 120. The shape of the visual effect
120 may be also transformed in accordance with the
strength of the pressure applied to the touch sensitive
surface of the control unit. The visual effect 130 may en-

large its size when the detected pressure is growing. It
may update the scale of the shape transformation to re-
flect the level of input force detected.
[0033] In one embodiment, upon entering Touched
State 802, the intensity of the visual effect 130 remains
constant as long as the state stays unchanged. In another
embodiment, the strength or the intensity of the visual
effect 130 reflects the strength of the pressure or the
force of the user’s finger placement on the touch sensitive
surface of the control unit. The harder or stronger the
user presses her finger, the greater the intensity of the
visual effect 130 increases. In yet another embodiment,
the intensity of the visual effect 130 increases as the time
duration of the user’s finger placement on the touch sen-
sitive surface of the control unit increases.
[0034] If the user releases her finger from the touch
sensitive surface of the control unit at Touched State 802,
a Release Event 818 is sent from the control unit to the
display unit that the state goes back to Initial State 800.
Upon receipt of Release Event 818, the display unit up-
dates the display area by changing the visual effect 130
back to the default visual effect 120, as illustrated in FIG.
1A.
[0035] Referring to FIG. 1C, at a time t2, GUI Object
110b is associated with a shifted glowing visual effect
140. The visual effect 140 demonstrates that the user is
moving her finger on the touch sensitive surface of the
control unit from Position p1 to Position p2 in Movement
Direction dir1. Such a user finger movement triggers
state update to Tracking State 804 and Tracking Event
814 is communicated from the control unit to the display
unit. Such a communication results in a GUI change in
the display area of the display unit to indicate that there
may be an intention of a GUI object selection transition
in a direction parallel to Movement Direction dir1. In one
embodiment, the visual effect 140 adopts the same form
of the visual effect 130 with its center moving away from
GUI Object 110b toward GUI Object 110f, which is par-
allel to Movement Direction dir1.
[0036] In another embodiment, the visual effect 140 is
a deformed visual effect 130 demonstrating a force pull-
ing it away from GUI Object 110b toward GUI Object
110f. The overall deformation may provide a hint or indi-
cation of the direction of the potential GUI object selection
change. The degree of deformation may be updated ac-
cording to the level of force applied to the touch sensitive
surface of the control unit. The visual effect 140 may be
transformed into different shapes or colors based on the
strength of the force caused by the movement on the
touch sensitive surface of the control unit. The transfor-
mation degree can be pre-determined by the system, the
OS, or the specific application. It can also be configured
by each individual user. In one embodiment, the trans-
formation degree may be learnt from the user’s finger
movement and pressure application patterns observed
from the past movement operations or from other types
of input operations.
[0037] In yet another embodiment, the visual effect 140
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takes a form of an animation demonstrating the potential
GUI object selection movement from GUI Object 110b
to GUI Object 110f. In one embodiment, the animation
may reflect the direction of the GUI object selection move-
ment by moving images parallel to Movement Direction
dir1. In another embodiment, the animation may present
color or intensity gradient according to the GUI object
selection movement direction.
[0038] In one embodiment, upon entering Tracking
State 804, the strength or the intensity of the visual effect
140 remains constant as long as the state remains un-
changed. In another embodiment, the strength of the vis-
ual effect 140 is updated to reflect the force applied when
the user drags her finger to move on the touch sensitive
surface of the control unit.
[0039] In one embodiment, the visual effects 120, 130
and 140 may be configured by the user. These configu-
ration settings may be entered via a visual effect speci-
fication interface. The visual effect specification interface
may also present a preview of such configuration settings
to demonstrate the real-time effect.
[0040] In another embodiment, such visual effect con-
figuration settings can be determined by or dependent
of OS, device, and/or application. In yet another embod-
iment, the combination of visual effects 120, 130 and 140
may create a theme to reflect the context around the GUI
object selection change. Such a theme can be in the form
of a clock indicating the time, or in the form of a geo-
graphic map to indicate the location. In yet another em-
bodiment, the combination of visual effects 120, 130 and
140 may demonstrate the relationship between GUI Ob-
ject 110b and GUI Object 110f. For example, in a war
game application, the visual effects may change the ap-
pearance to indicate that the user is going to choose a
tougher character.
[0041] If the user lifts up her finger from the touch sen-
sitive surface of the control unit in Tracking State 804,
Release Event 818 will be generated and communicated
from the control unit to the display unit. Upon receipt of
Release Event 818, the display unit updates the display
area to be back to Initial State 800 by associating GUI
Object 110b back with the visual effect 120.
[0042] In one embodiment, when Touched State 802
is triggered at the time t1 as illustrated by Fig. 1B, a virtual
grid 210 comprising a series of cells 220 is dynamically
formed on the control unit. This virtual grid is depicted in
Fig. 2. A Cartesian coordinate system may be used to
identify the location of Position p1 as (x1, y1). The pa-
rameters of Touch Event 812 may include, but not limited
to, the coordinate values (x1, y1) of Position p1. Upon
receipt of Touch Event 812, the display unit may update
the GUI provided on the display area by rendering GUI
Object 110b with the visual effect 130, as illustrated in
FIG.1B.
[0043] In one embodiment, cell 220a centers around
Position p1 at the formation of the virtual grid 210. As a
result, the coordinate values of Position p1 become (0,
0), which represents the origin of the Cartesian coordi-

nate system.
[0044] For illustration purpose, FIG. 2 shows that the
virtual grid 210 has unified cells 220. It is to be under-
stood, however, that the size of each individual cell 220
of the virtual grid 210 can vary. In one embodiment, such
variation depends on the configuration of applications
presented on the display area of the display unit.
[0045] When a drag movement shown in FIG. 1C is
detected at the time t2 by the control unit, the state chang-
es from Touched State 802 to Tracking State 804. At
Tracking State 804, the control unit monitors the position
of the user’s finger placement on the touch sensitive sur-
face of the control unit and updates the coordinate values
(x2, y2) of Position p2 accordingly. In one embodiment,
Vector v1 that equals to (x2-x1, y2-y1) may be used to
represent Movement Direction dir1 from Position p1 to
Position p2, as illustrated in FIG. 1C. Parameters of
Tracking Event 814, which is communicated from the
control unit to the display unit, include, but not limited to,
the coordinate values (x2, y2) of Position p2 and Vector
v1. Upon receipt of Tracking Event 814, the display unit
updates the display area by associating GUI Object 110b
with the visual effect 140, which provides an effect that
GUI objects selection may move from GUI Object 110b
to GUI Object 110f based on the coordinate values (x2,
y2) of Position p2 and Vector v1, as illustrated in FIG.1C.
[0046] In one embodiment, the visual effect 140 is shift-
ing away from GUI Object 110b in the same direction on
the display area of the display unit as the direction re-
sulted from the user finger movement from Position p1
to Position p2 on the touch sensitive surface of the control
unit. This enables a responsive user experience when
the interface navigation control input is entered via the
control unit that is remote to the display unit.
[0047] In one embodiment, the user is able to move
her finger in 9 potential directions that may result in move-
ments from cell 220a to 9 possible consecutive targeting
cells 220b - 220i, as illustrated in FIG. 2. For example,
at time t3, when the user drags her finger on the touch
sensitive surface of the control unit from Position p1 to
Position p3, the effect is a movement from cell 220a to
cell 220f. As a result, the state changes from Tracking
State 804 to Moving State 806. A Move Event 816 is
generated and sent from the control unit to the display
unit. Parameters of Move Event 816 include, but not lim-
ited to, the relative location of the cell 220f to the cell
220a. Upon receipt of Move Event 816, the display unit
will map such a change to the GUI objects displayed on
the display area. If there exists a GUI object at a location
next to GUI object 110b that is corresponding to the po-
sition correlation of the cell 220f to the cell 220a, such a
GUI object becomes the selected GUI object. FIG. 1D
shows the resulting visual effect. GUI Object 110f be-
comes the selected GUI object as its relative location to
GUI Object 110b matches the location relationship be-
tween the cell 220a and the cell 220f. Once a change of
GUI Object selection takes place, the state goes back to
Touched State 802. Accordingly, a glowing visual effect
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130’ becomes associated with GUI Object 110f.
[0048] In another embodiment, a system defined, ap-
plication managed or user configurable sensitivity setting
controls the number of virtual cells the user finger move-
ment needs to cross to effectively cause the visual effect
indicating a change of GUI object selection from one ob-
ject to its adjacent neighbor in the same direction as the
user finger movement on the touch sensitive surface of
the control unit. For example, with a sensitivity setting
s1, the visual effect 130/130’ may move from GUI Object
110b to GUI Object 110f when the user finger moves
from Position p1 to Position p3 crossing two virtual cells.
When the sensitive setting is s2, the visual effect 130/130’
may move from GUI Object 110b to GUI Object 110f after
the user finger moves from Position p1 to Position p3
passing five virtual cells.
[0049] At time t4, the user lifts up her finger from the
touch sensitive surface of the control unit, after her finger
has moved to cell 220f on the virtual grid 210, a Release
Event 818 will be sent from the control unit to the display
unit. Upon receipt of Release Event 818, the display unit
updates the display area by changing the visual effect
associated with the selected GUI object, which is GUI
Object 110f, from the visual effect 130’ to the visual effect
120’, which is the same effect as the one at Initial State
800. FIG. 1E demonstrates such a visual effect change.
[0050] In one embodiment, as illustrated in FIG. 1F,
there is no GUI object available in the display area of the
display unit that can be mapped to a location next to GUI
Object 110f to reflect a similar position correlation of cell
220f to cell 220a. The visual effect 140, as a result, will
remain to be associated with GUI Object 110f, disregard-
ing the user finger movement from the cell 220a to the
cell 220f.
[0051] In one embodiment, each time the drag move-
ment causes the finger to cross the border of the cells,
the virtual grid 210 resets so that Position p2 of FIG. 2
always stays at the center of a cell.
[0052] The size of the virtual grid 210 and the size of
each individual cell 220 can be tuned to control the sen-
sitivity of visual effect changes to better mirror the user
finger movement. For example, a virtual grid with bigger
sized cells is susceptible to delay the change of GUI ob-
ject selection while a virtual grid with smaller sized cells
tend to change GUI object selection more timely.
[0053] The user may become irritated if the visual ef-
fect echoing GUI object selection switches back and forth
rapidly when the user finger moves across borders of two
cells, for example from cell 220a to cell 220b, backward
and forward multiple times. To relieve the user from an
overly sensitive GUI reaction, the cells 220s may be
joined with buffer zones 222s, as illustrated in FIG. 2.
The size of the buffer zones 222s may vary and can be
configured. For example, the size of the buffer zones
222s can be increased so that the GUI object selection
change may be less sensitive to the user finger move-
ments.
[0054] In one embodiment, Move Event 816 is only

sent, from the control unit to the display unit, after the
user finger movement has crossed multiple cell borders.
The number of cells may be crossed prior to the state
transition from Tracking State 804 to Moving State 806
may be determined by the OS, the application, and/or
configured or tuned by the user.
[0055] FIG. 3A∼3B show another embodiment. In FIG.
3A, the user finger continues to move on the touch sen-
sitive surface of the control unit that effectually results in
a cross-over on the virtual grid 210 from cell 220a to cell
220g. However, there is no additional GUI object avail-
able in the display area of the display unit in the direction
consistent with such a user finger movement. The GUI
can be configured to enable a scrolling feature that the
GUI objects from the next available screen get displayed
in the display area, as illustrated in FIG. 3B, once the
cross-over takes place. FIG. 3B demonstrates that such
a scrolling feature provides an effect that GUI Object
310a has been moved out of the display area 302, GUI
Object 310b∼310c are moved to the left, and GUI Object
310a’ is moved into the display area 302. For example,
a list of all available media files that can be played is
presented to the user. The media files are too many that
they are formatted to be viewable in multiple
screens/pages. At one time, only one screen/page of a
certain number of media files is displayed in the display
area of the display unit. When the last viewable media
file MF03 on the right of the display area 302 is selected
and the user finger continues moving to the right, media
file MF01 will be moved out of the display area while
media file MF04 will be moved into the display area. More
media files will be entering the display area from the right
side as long as the user continues moving her finger to
the right direction until there is no more media file avail-
able. At that point, disregarding further user finger move-
ment to the right, there is no more GUI changes.
[0056] In another embodiment, there may be a system
defined, application managed or user configurable sen-
sitivity setting that controls the number of GUI objects
scrolled over based on the distance of the user finger
movement. For example, with a sensitivity setting s1, two
media files may be scrolled into the display area when
the user finger moves for a distance dis1. When the sen-
sitive setting is s2, five media files may be scrolled into
the display area for the same user finger movement dis-
tance.
[0057] As one embodiment, the visual effect 140 in
FIG. 1C reflects only the direction of the user finger move-
ment on the touch sensitive surface of the control unit.
For example, in FIG. 1C, the user finger drags from Po-
sition p1 to Position p2 on Movement Direction dir1 for a
Movement Distance dis1. In contrast, in FIG. 1G, the user
finger drags from Position p1 to Position p5 on the same
Movement Direction dir1 but for a longer Movement Dis-
tance dis2. However, there are no discernible visual ef-
fect differences between these two user finger move-
ments as long as neither Position p2 nor Position p5 falls
into a different virtual cell.
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[0058] In another embodiment, the visual effect 140
reflects both the direction and the distance of the user
finger movement on the touch sensitive surface of the
control unit. For example, the visual effect 140’ moves
further away from the center of GUI Object 110b when
the user finger continues along Movement Direction dir1
to Position p5, as illustrated in FIG. 1H.
[0059] According to some embodiments, the visual ef-
fect 140’ may shift away from GUI Object 110b in a dis-
tance proportional to the distance of the user finger move-
ment from Position p1 to Position p5. For instance, if Vec-
tor v5 (x5-x1, y5-y1) equals to ¨ of the size of the virtual
cell 220a, the visual effect 140’ moves away from GUI
Object 110b in a distance corresponding to ¨ of the size
of GUI Object 110b. In another embodiment, the visual
effect 140’ moves away from GUI Object 110b in a dis-
tance matching ¨ of an application or OS defined
number. In yet another embodiment, the visual effect 140’
moves away from GUI Object 110b for ¨ of a user con-
figurable size. In yet another embodiment, the visual ef-
fect 140’ moves away from GUI Object 110b in a distance
representing multiple times of the ¨ of the size of the
virtual cell 220a. In yet another embodiment, the visual
effect 140’ shifts a distance reflecting both the sizes of
the starting GUI object and the ending GUI object, and
the distance between them.
[0060] According to various embodiments, the visual
effect at Tracking State 804 can assume various forms
and sizes. FIG. 4A shows that, at Initial State at time t0,
there is no user input detected by the control unit and
GUI Object 410b is the default selected GUI object. In
FIG. 4B, at time t1, the user places her finger on the touch
sensitive surface of the control unit 408 at Position p1.
Correspondingly, a visual effect 430 is associated with
GUI object 410b to reflect such a user input. The visual
effect 430 comprises two layers. Outer Layer 430a en-
compasses GUI Object 410b, taking the same shape as
GUI Object 410. Inner Layer 430b also takes the same
contour as GUI Object 410b, but is enclosed within GUI
Object 410b. In FIG. 4C, at time t2, the user moves her
finger on the touch sensitive surface of the control unit
408 from Position p1 to Position p2 in Movement Direc-
tion dir1 for Movement Distant dis1. A visual effect 440
is displayed reflecting such an interface navigation con-
trol input movement. The visual effect 440 still comprises
two layers, similar to the visual effect 430. However, while
Outer Layer 440a stays in the same form as Outer Layer
430a, Inner Layer 440b is deformed. Inner Layer 440b,
taking the same shape as Inner Layer 430b, has the cent-
er shifted away in a direction parallel to the user finger
Movement Direction dir1. Moreover, the size of Inner Lay-
er 440b reduces proportionally to the distance the user
finger moves away from the original touching point Po-
sition p1. In FIG. 4D, at time t3, the user fingers move
further in the same Movement Direction dir1 to Position
p3 resulting in Movement Distance dis2. Accordingly, a
visual effect 440’ is associated with GUI Object 410b.
While the visual effect 440’ stays on the track parallel to

Movement Direction dir1, the size of its Inner Layer 440b’
is smaller than Inner Layer 440b. The size of the inner
layer of the visual effect keeps adjusting until the point
the user finger movement crosses the border of the orig-
inating virtual cell that triggers a GUI object selection
change. FIG. 4D further illustrates that both the size and
shape of the inner layer of the visual effect change grad-
ually during Tracking State 804. The shape of Inner Layer
440b’ transforms from the rounded rectangular shape of
Inner Layer 440b to an oval shape. It is to be understood
that the inner layer of the visual effect can be transformed
to various shapes during Tracking State 804.
[0061] It is to be further understood that the visual effect
during the Tracking State can adjust its outer layer in
similar manners as the changes to the inner layer illus-
trated in FIG. 4C and FIG. 4D.
[0062] In FIG. 1B, the visual effect 130 is a glowing
effect that encompasses GUI Object 110b completely,
and shifts away from GUI Object 110b during Tracking
State 804. In another embodiment, the glowing effect can
be enclosed by GUI Object 110b. In FIG. 5A, at time t0,
a visual effect 520 is associated with GUI Object 510b in
the same manner as illustrated in FIG. 1A. In FIG. 5B, at
time t1, the user places her finger on the touch sensitive
surface of the control unit 508 at Position p1. As a result,
a visual effect 530 is displayed to be associated with GUI
Object 510b. The visual effect 530 presents a glowing
effect with its concentration of the shade enveloped with-
in GUI Object 510b. While the visual effect 530 may as-
sume various shapes and colors, the concentration of
the shade is positioned at the center of the visual effect
530 at Touched State 802. The intensity level reduces
radially from the center to the edge of the visual effect
530. In one embodiment, the location of the visual effect
530 and its shade distribution are not affected by the
location of the user finger placement at Touched State
802.
[0063] In FIG. 5C, at time t2, the user drags her finger
on the touch sensitive surface of the control unit 508 from
Position p1 to Position p2 in Movement Direction dir1.
As a result, a visual effect 540 becomes associated with
GUI Object 510b. The visual effect 540 reflects the user
finger movement by causing the concentration of the
shade to move in the same direction as Movement Di-
rection dir1. When the concentration focal point of the
visual effect 540 reaches the corner of GUI Object 510b,
the user can tell that a GUI object selection change will
take place that GUI Object 510f will become the next
selected GUI object.
[0064] In another embodiment, a visual effect combin-
ing both visual effects 120∼140 and visual effects
520-540, as demonstrated in FIGs. 1A∼1C and FIGs.
5A∼5C, may be applied to guide user to trace an interface
navigation control input movement. In FIG. 6A, at time
to, a visual effect 620 is associated with GUI Object 610b.
The visual effect 620 is a glowing effect that indicates
that GUI Object 610b is the default selected GUI object.
[0065] In FIG. 6B, at time t1, the user places her finger
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on the touch sensitive surface of the control unit 608 at
Position p1. In accordance with such a user input, a visual
effect 630 is applied to GUI Object 610b to indicate that
GUI Object 610b has been selected by the user. In one
embodiment, the visual effect 630 is a glowing effect that
applies to both inside and outside of GUI Object 610b.
The inside shade concentration focal point of the visual
effect 630 is positioned at the center of GUI Object 610b.
The location of the user finger placement on the touch
sensitive surface of the control unit 608 is immaterial.
[0066] In FIG. 6C, at time t2, the user drags her finger
on the touch sensitive surface of the control unit 608 from
Position p1 to Position p2 in Movement Direction dir1 for
Movement Distance dis1. Correspondingly, a visual ef-
fect 640 is displayed to be associated with GUI Object
610b. The visual effect 640 is transformed from the visual
effect 630 in that both the shade concentration inside
GUI Object 610b and the outside effect surrounding GUI
Object 610b move away from the center of GUI Object
610b, in the same direction as Movement Direction dir1
and proportional to Movement Distance dis1.
[0067] In another embodiment, the visual effect at
Tracking State 804 may further implement various
shapes, sizes and/or intensity based on the speed of the
movement of the interface navigation control input. For
example, the visual effect may present an overlapped
effect of multiple shapes to indicate a faster movement
on the touch sensitive surface. The number of overlapped
shapes can be based on the multitude of the speed levels,
which can be pre-defined by the system, OS, the specific
application, and/or configured by the user.
[0068] Visual effects at different states can take vari-
ous shapes, colors and sizes. FIG. 7A ∼ FIG. 7D dem-
onstrate yet another embodiment. In FIG. 7A, at time t0,
a visual effect 720 is associated with GUI Object 710b
to indicate that GUI Object 710b is the default selected
GUI object. In FIG. 7B, at time t1, the user places her
finger on the touch sensitive surface of the control unit
708 at Position p1. A visual effect 730 in the shape of a
globule is displayed associated with GUI Object 710b to
indicate such a user input. The form of the visual effect
730 differs from the shape of GUI Object 710b. Moreover,
the transparent visual effect 730 partially encircles GUI
Object 710b.
[0069] In FIG. 7C, at time t2, a visual effect 740 is as-
sociated with GUI Object 710b upon detection of the us-
er’s finger movement on the touch sensitive surface of
the control unit 708 from Position p1 to Position p2 in
Movement Direction dir1. The visual effect 740 appears
as a deformed visual effect 730 in that the visual effect
740 stretches its overall shape in a direction parallel to
Movement Direction dir1 to indicate user’s intention to
change the GUI object selection from GUI Object 710b
to GUI Object 710f. The shape of the visual effect 740
becomes an elongated globule with the orientation re-
flecting the direction of such a potential GUI object se-
lection move.
[0070] In FIG. 7D, at time t3, as the user continues

dragging her finger on the touch sensitive surface of the
control unit 708 along Movement Direction dir1 to Posi-
tion p3, a visual effect 750 is displayed amplifying the
further distance travelled by the user’s finger movement.
The visual effect 750 takes the shape of a similarly dis-
torted globule, with its center shifting away from GUI Ob-
ject 710b towards GUI Object 710f, when the direct con-
nection of GUI Object 710b and GUI Object 710f is par-
allel to the user finger Movement Direction dir1.
[0071] In another embodiment, visual effects at the dif-
ferent states may be implemented to demonstrate a user
feedback theme. The user feedback theme may exhibit
a migration of seasons, a variation of demographic infor-
mation, a progression of gaming events, etc. For exam-
ple, when a user moves her finger on the touch sensitive
surface of the control unit causing a GUI object selection
change, the visual effects may transition by changing the
status of a leaf from spring to summer, autumn and/or
winter in accordance with the user finger movement.
[0072] For another example, the visual effects may
transition from a location on the globe to another in re-
sponse to the user finger movement. The choice of the
starting location may be a random selection, or may be
a context-aware selection (e.g., based on the physical
location of the user, etc.). The distance traveled between
the starting location and the end location, may be pro-
portional to the distance between the initial selected GUI
object and the finally selected GUI object. The distance
traveled may also be proportional to all GUI objects avail-
able that can be displayed on the user interface at the
same time, if the display area has unlimited borders.
[0073] The user feedback theme can take a system
pre-defined format, an application specific format, an OS
unique format, or a format configured to reflect context
of the display unit and/or context of how the user interacts
with the display unit.
[0074] FIG. 9 shows a flow chart describing the user
interface navigation process 900 at the display unit. At
step 902, the display unit receives a communication from
the control unit. At step 904, the display unit extracts
event and state data from the communication data. At
step 906, the display unit updates the visual effect to
reflect the interface navigation control input movement
based on the extracted event and state data.
[0075] FIG. 10 shows a flow chart describing the inter-
face navigation control input movement process 1000 at
the control unit. At step 1002, the control unit detects an
interface navigation control input. At step 1004, the con-
trol unit determines the new state and event based on
previous state and the interface navigation control input.
At step 1006, the control unit sends data including the
new state and event.
[0076] FIG. 11 is a block diagram of an example system
1100. The system comprises a display unit 1110 and a
control unit 1140 for performing the user interface navi-
gation illustrated in FIGs. 1A∼1H and FIGs 3∼7.
[0077] One embodiment of the control unit 1140 com-
prises a touch sensitive surface 1142, an interface circuit
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1144, a processing circuit 1146, a storing circuit 1148,
and a communication circuit 1150. The control unit may
include additional touch sensitive surfaces. Optionally,
the control unit 1140 may further comprise a button 1152.
A movement of an interface navigation control input can
be entered into the control unit 1140 via either the touch
sensitive surface 1142 or the button 1152. The interface
circuit 1144, which is coupled to the touch sensitive sur-
face 1142, may sense and recognize the direction, the
distance, the speed, the force, and other factors related
to the movement of the interface navigation control input.
The movement can be caused by a drag gesture per-
formed on the touch sensitive surface 1142. The interface
navigation control input can be caused by various meas-
ures, as long as the interface circuit can recognize the
factors related to such interface navigation control input
movement. The processing circuit 1146 processes the
interface navigation control input movement recognized
by the interface circuit 1144, and transfers the movement
into parameters that include the state and event data
illustrated in FIG. 8. Such parameters can further include
the previously described coordinate values associated
with FIG. 2. Furthermore, the parameters can include
information of the speed of the movement of the move-
ment of the interface navigation control input, the force
and/or the distance of such movement. The storing circuit
1148 saves these parameters, as well as additional in-
terface navigation control input data. The communication
circuit 1148 transmits parameters and data processed
by the processing circuit 1146 to other units. In one em-
bodiment, the communication circuit 1148 sends param-
eters and data via communication path 1160 to the dis-
play unit 1110.
[0078] The interface circuit 1144, the processing circuit
1146, the storing circuit 1148, and the communication
circuit 1150 may also be coupled to the button 1152, and
perform the functions described in the above section.
Further, these circuits may be integrated into one singular
circuit, or be grouped into different circuits, but perform
overall similar functions.
[0079] For illustrative purposes, the communication
path 1160 may be implemented using different protocols,
wired or wireless, such as wireless (e.g., Satellite com-
munication, cellular communication, Bluetooth (TM), In-
frared Data Association standard (IrDA), wireless fidelity
(WiFi), and worldwide interoperability for microwave ac-
cess (WiMAX)) communication, wired (e.g., cable, Eth-
ernet) communication, optical, ultrasonic, or the combi-
nation thereof. Further, the communication path 1160
can comprises a number of network topologies 1170 and
distances. For example, the communication path 1160
can include direct connection, personal area network
(PAN), local area network (LAN), metropolitan area net-
work (MAN), wide area network (WAN), or a combination
thereof.
[0080] The display unit 1110 comprises a display area
1112, a processing circuit 1114, a communication circuit
1116, a storing circuit 1118, and a display circuit 1120.

The display area 1112 supports a GUI. The communica-
tion circuit 1116 receives, from the communication path
1160, parameters and data associated with the move-
ment of the interface navigation control input, including
the state and event data, the speed of the movement,
the distance moved, the force applied causing the move-
ment, and/or the coordinate values. The processing cir-
cuit 1114, coupled to the communication circuit, process-
es the received parameters and data to generate corre-
sponding GUI control commands. It extracts, from the
parameters and data, information such as the direction,
the distance, the speed, the force, and other factors re-
lated to the movement of the interface navigation control
input. The storing circuit 1118 saves the parameters and
data, as well as GUI control commands with the extracted
information. The processing circuit 1114 may generate
additional GUI control commands based on the saved
information, GUI control commands, parameters and/or
data and the received parameters and data. For example,
state and event may be updated based on previous state
and/or event. The display circuit 1120 updates the size,
the shape, the color, the intensity, and/or the theme, etc.
of the visual effects to reflect the movement of the inter-
face navigation control input based on GUI commands.
Optionally, the display unit 1110 comprises an interface
circuit 1122, which accepts an interface navigation con-
trol input not entered at the control unit 1140.
[0081] The processing circuit 1114, the communica-
tion circuit 1116, the storing circuit 1118, the display cir-
cuit 1120, and the interface circuit may be integrated into
one singular circuit, or be grouped into different circuits,
but perform overall similar functions.
[0082] References throughout this specification to
"one embodiment" or "an embodiment" mean that a par-
ticular structure, feature, function or characteristic de-
scribed is included in at least one implementation en-
compassed within the present invention. Therefore,
phrases of "one embodiment" or "an embodiment" are
not necessarily referring to the same embodiment. Fur-
thermore, the particular structure, feature, function or
characteristic may be instituted in other suitable forms
other than the particular embodiment illustrated, and all
such forms may be encompassed within the claims of
the present application.

Claims

1. An interface navigation system comprising:

a display unit; and
a control unit, coupled to the display unit, con-
figured to:

detect a first movement of an interface nav-
igation control input in a particular direction;
and
cause a corresponding second movement
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and a corresponding change in shape of a
visual effect displayed on the display unit in
response to the first movement in the par-
ticular direction.

2. The interface navigation system of Claim 1, wherein
the control unit is further configured to:

detect the first movement of the interface navi-
gation control input for a particular distance; and
cause the movement and the shape change of
the visual effect displayed on the display unit in
response to the first movement for the particular
distance.

3. The interface navigation system of Claim 1, wherein
the control unit is further configured to:

detect the first movement of the interface navi-
gation control at a particular speed; and
cause the movement and the shape change of
the visual effect displayed on the display unit in
response to the first movement at the particular
speed.

4. The interface navigation system of Claim 1, wherein
the control unit is further configured to:

detect the first movement of the interface navi-
gation control input with a particular force; and
cause the movement and the shape change of
the visual effect displayed on the display unit in
response to the first movement with the partic-
ular force.

5. The interface navigation system of Claim 1, wherein
the control unit has one or more touch sensitive in-
terfaces coupled with it.

6. A control unit, coupled to a display unit, comprising:

a touch sensitive surface configured to detect a
first movement of an interface navigation control
input;
an interface circuit, coupled to the touch sensi-
tive surface, configured to recognize the move-
ment of the interface navigation control input in
a particular direction;
a processing circuit, coupled to the interface cir-
cuit, configured to transfer the recognized direc-
tion of the movement of the interface navigation
control input to parameters; and a communica-
tion circuit configured to transmit the parame-
ters.

7. The control unit of Claim 6 wherein a drag gesture
performed on the touch sensitive surface causes the
first movement of the interface navigation control in-

put.

8. The control unit of Claim 6 wherein the interface cir-
cuit is further configured to recognize the first move-
ment at a particular direction, at a particular speed,
at the particular distance or with the particular force.

9. A display unit, coupled to a control unit, comprising:

a communication circuit configured to receive
parameters, wherein the parameters are asso-
ciated with a first movement of an interface nav-
igation control input;
a processing circuit coupled to the communica-
tion circuit, configured to extract an information
of the first movement in a particular direction
from said parameters; and
a display circuit configured to move a displayed
visual effect in the particular direction based on
the extracted direction information and to update
a shape of the visual effect corresponding to the
particular direction.

10. The display unit of Claim 9 further includes a display
area that is configured to display one or more GUI
objects.

11. The display unit of Claim 11, wherein moving and
updating the shape of the visual effect in the partic-
ular direction lead to a GUI object selection change
from a first GUI object to a second GUI object.

12. The display unit of Claim 10, wherein the GUI objects
include application icons, key strokes of a keyboard,
and interface navigation control indicators.

13. A method for illustrating a movement of an interface
navigation control input, the method comprising:

detecting the movement of the interface naviga-
tion control input in a particular direction;
determining, using a processor, parameters as-
sociated with the movement of the interface nav-
igation control input in the particular direction;
and
moving and updating a shape of a visual effect
according to the movement of the interface nav-
igation control input in the particular direction.

14. A non-transitory computer-readable medium, com-
prising computer-executable instructions that when
executed cause a processor to:

detect a first movement of an interface naviga-
tion control input in a particular direction; and
cause a corresponding second movement and
a corresponding change in shape of a visual ef-
fect in response to the first movement in the par-
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ticular direction.

15. A graphical user interface displayed on a display of
a device, comprising:

the display configured to display:

a plurality of graphical user interface (GUI)
objects; and
a visual effect associated with one or more
said GUI objects,
wherein a shape of the visual effect is al-
tered based on a movement in a particular
direction of a corresponding control input.
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